
Abstract 

The thesis deals with factors which could influence a relation between high school 

students and German language. It surveys factors influencing the choice to study German 

as foreign language and also factors affecting their relationship with the subject. One  

of the topics is a classification of German in the language system and describing forms  

of its occurrence. Between the particular factors impacting a decision which language 

should be studied is for example the possibility to utilize this language in a future career 

or living in the German speaking countries included. It also delves into the influence of 

the common history between Czechs and Germans. The student can be affected by  

a teacher, not only in the positive, but also in the negative way during their school years. 

The thesis also studies how the difficulty of the German language impacts its learning 

process and compares the effects to English. These two languages are also compared at 

the primary school and high school levels, while the focus is primarily on the length  

of the schooling and the achieved language level. The goal of this paper is to map  

the measure of effect on a relation between German language and high school students 

caused by the aforementioned factors. These students are going to finish a high school 

situated in the capital city of Prague the next school year. Finding out their link to German 

and their future intentions are another goal of this thesis. The results of the questionnaire 

survey show that most of the students have a positive relation to German language which 

is often supported by their teachers. To many of them, German seems more difficult than 

English, and for communication they would prefer the latter. Despite this fact, it’s very 

positive that many of them would like to keep on working with the German language  

in the future. 
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